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Abstract 

Tlae need/or 1upporting time t~aruing information in 4ataba•e• Aa• 6een recognized/or pite 
10me time. Manr autlao, Aat~e prop01e~ numeroa 1elaeme• to 1ati•/11 tlail nee4 6r ineor· 
porating one or ttDo time ·attribute• in tAe tlatda1e. Un/ortunatel,, tAere Au 6een eonfu· 
•ion concerning tAe terminologr anti definition of tAe1e time . affri6ute1. TAi• paper pro
pOle• a netD la~onomr of tlaree lime• for ••e in 4ata6au•, one tAat i• more cleanly tlefinetl, 
that may 6e coneeplualizetl in a pietorialfulaion, anti llaal define• 1et1eral iintl• oftlalabau• 
tlifferenliatetl 611 tAeir ability to repre•ent temporal in/ormation. Tlae paper iltpel that fu· 
lure tlataba1e management •y•tem• 1Aoultl 1upport aU tlaree time• to /uUy capture time fiG,. 

ing 6elaaflior. 

1. Introduction 

The need for recording time varying informa
tion in databases has been recognized for quite 
aome time (Bubenko 1976J. There have been 
significant research activities in formulating a 
semantics or time at the conceptual level !Anderson 
1982, Breutmann et al. 1979, Bubenko 1977, Ham
mer & McLeod 1981, Klopprogge 1981J, developing 
a model tor time varying databases analogous to 
the relational model for stat.ic databases !Clitrord 
& Warren 1983, Codd 1979, Sernadas 1980J, and 
the design or temporal query languages jAriav & 
Morgan 1981, Ben-Zvi 1982, Jones & Mason 1980, 
Snodgrass 1982J. Recently, it hu been argued that 
a single time attribute is insufficient, and that two 
time attributes are necessary to tully capture 
time-varying information. Unfortunately, there 

t fte work ol &Jail a•ilaor wu npponecl .,. NSF pu& 
DCR-1402S30 aad .,. aa IBM Fac•k1 DeYelopmea& Award. 

has been some contusion eoncerniil.g terminology 
and the deftnition or t.hese time at.tributes. 

The next section will diseuu the various 
characteristics attributed to the two times; the 
third section will illustrate the difficulties posed by 
the vague definition or these times. The fourth sec
tion will present a new taxonomy or time in data
bases to replace the two previous times. The new 
taxonomy consists or three distinct time concepts 
and tour distinct kinds or database management 
systems (DBMS), ditrering in their support or the 
ilew time concepts. The ftnal section will compare 
the new taxonom1 with the old one. 

1. Prevloua Characterlsatlou 
In this paper, we will use the terms pAgriccl 

lime and lofical lime jLum et al. 1984) to discuss 
tbe concepts as they appear in the literature. Phy
sical time bas also been called transaction time 
fCopeland a Maier 1984J, registration time (Ben
ZYi 1V82), data-valid-time-from/to !Mueller a 
St.einbauer 1V83J, and start/end time (Reed 1V78J. 
Logical time bas also been called neat time (Cope
land a Maier 1984J, elective time (Ben-Zvi 1982J, 
state (Ciilord a Warren , 1983}, valid time 
(Snodgrass 1984J, and start/end time !Jones et al. 
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1070, Jones &: Mason 1080J. Each paper has 
defined the terms in slightly different ways. There 
is general agreement on the definitions, but little 
consensus concerning the details. The differences 
identified by previous" authors between physical. 
and logical time may be cha.racterized in terms of 
three related attributes. The purpose of this sec
tion is to discuss these attributes and to examine 
their contributions to the concepts of logical and 
physical time. We will proceed by stating the view 
presented in the literature, then follow in the next 
section with an analysis of this view. This sum
ma.ry is drawn primarily from the works of Cop• 
land and Maier !Copeland &: Maier 1084j, Dadam 
et al. !Dadam et al. 1984J, and Lum et al. ILum et 
al. 1984!, although others have also noticed that a 
single time stamp or a pair of time stamps is inad• 
quate. 

2.1. Reality ver•u• RepreHntatlon 

The correspondence of the model stored in 
the database with reality is one aspect that is used 
to distinguish between logical and physical time. 
Logical time is characterized as the time that an 
event occurs in reality; physical time is character
ized as the time when the data concerning the 
event was stored in the database. Examples include 
retroactive sala.ry changes, release dates of 
engineering versions, scheduled events that have 
not yet occurred, and scheduled events that were 
suppose to occur, yet did not. 

1.1. Update FlexlbWty 

The types or update permitted to time values 
is another way that logical and physical time have 
been differentiated in the literature. A physical 
time value may be added to the data.base, yet once 
it has been added, it ma.y not be changed. The 
concept or a non-stop running clock is noked to 
indicate how the time values a.re genera.ted. Logi
cal time values, on the other hand, are always sub
ject to change, since discrepancies between the his-
tory (a sequence or events or time intervals) as it 
actually occurred and the representa.tion of the 

'..i history as stored in the database will often be 
1'-· detected a.Cter the fact. The distinction then ia 

· .~ between permitting only appends and permitting 
a.rbitrary modifications. 

1.3. Applleatlon Dependenq 

The third attribute used to distinguish 
between physical and logical time is that or appli
cation dependency. Logical time is generally 

characterized in the literature as being 
application-dependent, while physical time is con
sidered to be application-independent. While this 
attribute is the ha.rdest to define precisely, it is 
usually equated with the control the user or the 
DBMS has over the value of a temporal domain in 
the database. It the value can be computed 
automatically by the DBMS, the value must neces
sarily be independent or any particular application 
and must have a simple semantics. An 
application-dependent time value, on the other 
hand, must have been defined explicitly by the 
user. Its value must also be specifted by the user, 
and may thus be quite complex. The integrity or 
this data must be maintained by the user; the 
value must be modiftable by users when a 
discrepancy ia discovered between the real world 
and the data.base model. Hence, the DBMS cannot 
guarantee the integrity of logical time values. The 
relationship between the types or time identified in 
the literature and their attributes is shown in Fig
ure 1. 

3. Compart.on 

Two or the attributes differentiating physical 
and logical time, those or reality versus representa
tion and update ftexibility, are reasonably precise 
concepts. They are also strongly related to each 
other, in that a time value that records when the 
data was stored cannot later be changed. The 
third attribute, that or application dependence, is 
unfortunately· fraught with difficulties. It makes 
certain assumptions or which the most crucial is 
tha.t all actions performed by the DBMS a.re 
application-independent. This assumption is not 
valid, at least to a certain degree. The database 
schema, which directs most actions by the DBMS, 
is certainly application-dependent. Many DBMS's 
allow the specification or integrity constraints, 
which are application-dependent, yet are inter
preted automatically by the DBMS without user 
intervention. Application-dependent values can be 
handled by the DBMS if their semantics can be 
defined in terms the DBMS can interpret. 

An example often cited or the distinction 
between a.pplieation-independent and application
dependent time is a retroactive salary raise, where 
the time at which the raise was recorded (say, 
12/1/83) is considered application-independent, as 
it is not under the user's control, whereas the time 
at which the raise was to take effect (say, 8/1/83) 
is considered application-dependent, as it is in some 
sense arbitra.ry and under the user's control. 
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Examining this situation more closely, however, 
can result in precisely the reverse semantics. In 
many commercial settings, salary updates are 
batched together and executed against the data· 
base only once or twile a month, whereas pay
ments might be made at the last possible date to 
minimize cashflow problems, and hence may occur 
at arbitrary times during the month. That a 
salary update was performed by the DBMS on 
12/1/83 may simply be an artifact or when salary 
updates are entered, which is application depen
dent. On the other hand, the user has no control 

Reference Terminology 

IAriav & Morgan 19821 Time 

IBen-Zvi 19821 Registration 
Effective 

!Clifrord & Warren 19831 State 

!Copeland & Maier 1984J Transaction 
Event (1) 

[Dadam et al. 1984j & Physical 
ILum et al. 19841 Logical (1) 

[Jones et al. 19791 & Start/End 
[Jones & Mason 1980j User Defined 

[Mueller & Steinbauer 1983j Data-Valid-
Time-From/To 

[Reed 1978j Start/End 

[Snodgrass 1984J Valid Time 

Notes: 
(1) Not actually supported by the system 
(2) Can make corrections only 
(3) Can make changes only in the future 
(4) Reality is indieated only in the future 

over when the salary was changed, and hence the 
elective date ia in this sense application· 
independent. 

The point to be made is that characterizing a 
time value as being dependent or independent or 
an application involves fairly subtle issues or the 
semantics or that nlue, both u interpreted within 
the DBMS and as applied to the situation being 
modeled. Given these difficulties, this attribute 
appears to be less than ideal in difFerentiating phy
sical and logical time. 

Append Application Representation 
-Only Independent vs. Reality 

Yea Yea Representation 

Yea Yes Representation 
No Yes Reality 

No Yes 

Yes Yes Representation 
No No Reality 

(2) Yes Representation 
No No Reality 

(2) Yes Reality 
No No Reality 

(3) Yes Representation 
(4) 

Yes Yes Representation 

No Yes Reality 

Flsure 1 : Types of Time 

: 

4. A New Charaeterlaatloa 

The previous section argued that physical 
and logical. time are not well defined, and that 
application time is particularly problematic. In 

this section we introduce a new taxonomy or time 
for use in databases. This taxonomy is more 
clearly defined, being based on reality versus 
representation, may be conceptualized in a 
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pictorial fashion which aids understa.nding, a.nd 
deftnes aevera.l kinds or da.ta.bues dilerentia.ted by 
their a.bility to represent temporal informa.tion. 
Though the following discussion is based on the 
rela.tiona.l model, similar a.rgumenta a.lso apply to 
hiera.rchica.l or network models. We will ftrst dis
cuss sta.tic databases, focusing on their represent~ 
tiona.l ina.dequa.eies. We .then deftne three new time 
concepts to replace the nguely deftned physical 
a.nd Jogica.l time. We introduce ea.ch time concept 
by discussing the features a.saocia.ted with a. partic
ula.r kind of DBMS supporting tha.t time concept. 

4.1. Static Datab .... 
Conventional data.bases model the real world, 

as it changes dynamically, by a. snapshot a.t a. par
ticula.r point in time. A ,,.,, or a.n iraltGract or .. 
da.tabase is ita current contents, which does not 
necessa.rily reflect the current sta.tus or the real 
world. 

Updating the state of a database is per
formed using data manipulation operations such as 
insertion, deletion or replacement, takinc elect as 
soon as it is committed. In this process, past states 
or the database, and those or the real world, a.re 
disea.rded and forgotten completely. We term this 
type of da.tabase a lltJtic tltJttJ6Gte. 

In the relational model, a. data.base is a collec
tion of relation•. Each relation consists of a set of 
luple. with the same set or attriiule., and is uau· 
a.lly represented as a 2-dimensional table (see Fig
ure 2). As changes occur in the real world, changes 
a.re made in this table. 

/ / / / / 

1./ 
1/ 
1/ 
1/ 
l/ 

Flpl'e I : A Static Relation 

For example, a.n.instanee or a rela.tion 'faculty' a.t a 
certain moment may be 

na.me rant 
Merrie run 
Tom a.saocia.te •' 

and a query in Que), a tuple calculus based 
language for the INGRES da.tabue management 
system [Held et al. 1975J, requesting Merrie's rank, 

ruge of f is faculty 
retrieve (f.ra.nk) 

wlaere f.name - "Merrie • 
yields I rank I 

run 

There are many aituatiolll where this ata.tic dat~ 
base relying on snapshots is inadequate. For exam
ple, it cannot answer queries such u 

Wha.t was Merrie's rant 2 years aco! 
(historical query) 

How did the number or faculty chance 
onr the last 5yea.rs! (trend analysis) 

nor record facts like 

Merrie wu promoted to a tun professor 
ata.rtinc last month. (retroactin chance) 

Ja.mes is joininc the fa.culty next month. 
(poataetive chance) 

Without system support in this respect, many 
applicatioDS have had to maintain and handle tem
poral information in an ad-hoe manner. 

4.1. Static Rollback Databu• 
One approach to resolve the above 

deficiencies is to store all past states, indexed by 
time, or the static database as it evolves. Such an 
approach requires a representa.tion or lrtraiGctiora 
time, the time the inf'ormation wu stored in the 
database. A relation under this approach can be 
illustrated conceptuaily in three dimensions (Figure 
3) with transaction time serving as the third axis. 
The relation can be regarded as a sequence or 
static relations indexed by time. By moving along 
the time axis and taking a vertical slice or the 
cube, it is possible to get a snapshot or the relation 
aa or some time in the past (a static relation) and 
make queries upon it. The operation of taking a 
nrtical alice is termed roUhct, and a database 
supporting it is termed a 1tatic ro116oci iottl611e. 
Changes to a static rollback database may only be 
made to the most recent static state. The rela.tion 
illustrated in Figure 3 had three transactioDS 
applied to it, sta.rtinc from the nun relation: (1) 
the addition or three tuples, (2) the addition or a 
tuple, and (3) the deletion or one tuple (entered in 
the &rst transaction) and the addition or another 
tuple. Each transaction results in a ilew static rei~ 
tion being appended to the front or the cube; once 
a transaction has completed, the static relations in 
the static rollback relation may not be altered. 
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Figure 3: A Static Rollback Relation 

One limitation of supporting transaction time 
is that the history or database activities, rather 
than the history ot the real world, is recorded. A 
tuple becomes valid as soon as it is entered into 
the database as in a static database. There ia no 
way to record retroactive/postactive changes, nor 
to correct errors in past tuples. Errors can some
times be overridden (it they are in the current 
state) but they cannot be forgotten. 

Implementing a static rollback relation in this 
way is impractical, due to excessive duplication: 
the tuples that don't change between states must 
be duplicated in the new state. Another approach 
that partially addresses this difficulty appends the 
start and end points or the transaction time to 
each tuple, indicating the points in time when the 
tuple was in the database. A typical relation in 
this approach looks like Figure 4. The double vert
ical bars separate the non-temporal domains from 
the DBMS-maintained temporal domains. The 
latter domains do not appear in the schema tor the 
relation, but may rather be considered part or the 
overheads associated with each tuple. Note the 
tact that Merrie was previously an a.saociate pro
fessor, a fact which could not be expressed in the 
example ror a static database. 

name rank transaction time 
(start} (end) 

Merrie associate 08/25/77 12/15/82 
Merrie full 12/15/82 00 

Tom associate 12/07/82 co 

Mike assistant 01/10/83 02/25/84 

Figure 4 : A Static Rollback Relation . . 
Any query language may be converted to one 
which may query a static rollback database by 
adding a clause effecting the rollback. TQuel ( Tem
poral QUEry Language) !Snodgrass 1084, 

Snodgrass 1985}, an extension or Quel for temporal 
databases, augments the retrieve statement with 
an •• of clause to specify the relevant transaction 
time. The TQuel query 

range of f ia faculty 

retrieve (f.ra.nk) 
where f.name- "Merrie• 
u of "'12/10/82"' 

on a 'faculty' relation shown in Figure 4 will find 
the rank or Merrie as of 12/10/82: 

rant 
associate 

Note that the result of a query on a. static rollback 
database is a pure static relation. 

The concept or transaction time has appeared 
in several systems, including GemStone !Copeland 
&: Maier 1084J, MDM/ DB (Model Data 
Management/Database) !Ariav & Morgan 1082J, 
and the SWALLOW object store !Reed 1078, Svo
bodova. 1981}. 

4.3. Blatortcal Datab ... 

While static rollback databases record a 
sequence or static states, historical databases 
record a single lavtorical •tate per relation, storing 
the history as it is best known. As errors are 
discovered, they are corrected by modifying the 
database. Previous states are not retained, so it is 
not possible to view the database as it was in the 
past. There is no record kept or the errors that 
have been corrected. Historical databases are simi
lar to static databases in this respect. Historical 
databases must represent valid time, the time that 
the stored information models reality. 

Historical databases may also be illustrated 
in three dimensions (see Figure 5). Though its 
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illustration looks similar to one tor the static roll
back database (in tact, lor many tranaaetion 
sequences, it will be identical}, the label or the time 
axis bas been cha.nged to Talid time and t.he 
semantics are more closely related to reality, 
instead or update history. Therefore more sophis
ticated operations are necessary to manipulate the · 
complex semantics or nlid time adequately, com
pared to the simple rollback operation. 

A second distinction between historical and 
static rollback databases is that historical DBMS's 
support arbitrary modification, whereas static roll
back DBMS's only allow static states to be 
appended. The same sequence or transactioaa 
which resulted in the static rollback relation in 
Figure 3 also results in the historical relation in 
Figure 6. However, a later traaaaction (not pouible 
on a static rollback relation) bu remond an 
erroneous tuple inserted on the ftnt transaction 
(compare Figures 3 and 6 closely). Static rollback 
DBMS's can rollback to an incorrect prnious 
static relation; historical DBMS's can record the 
current knowledge about the put. 

Historical databases also incorporate user· 
deftned time, which will be discussed in the context 
or temporal databases. Both valid time and user
defined time concern modeling or reality, and so it 
is appropriate that they should appear together. 

Historical databases require more sophisti
cated query languages. There have been two such 
languages developed: LEGOL 2.0 {Jones et al. 
19791, based on the relational algebra, and TQuel 
!Snodgrass 19841, based on Quel !Held et al. 1976J, 
a relational calculus query language. LEGOL 1.0 
!Jones & Mason 19801 was developed ror writing 
complex rules such as those in legislation or high 
level system specification where the correct han
dling or time is important. It also attachei to each 
tuple two time attributes which delimit the period 
or existence lor the associated member or the 
entity set. 

TQuel supports the expression or historical 
queries by augmenting the retrieve statement with 
a t1alid clause to specify bow the implicit time 
domain is computed, and a nen predicate to 
specify the temporal relationship or tuples partici
pating in a derivation. These added constructs 
handle complex temporal relationships such .u 
•tart o/, precede, and overlap. 

Ju with static rollback databases, implement
ing a historical relation directly u abon is imprac
tical. Figure 6 illustrates an alternative: appendinc 

the endpoints or the nlid time to each tuple, indi
cating the points in time ·when the tuple accurately 
modeled reality. ' Like the transaction time in 
static rollback databases, t.he nlid time is not 
included in the relation schema. 

name rank valid time 
(troml (to\ 

Merrie associate 09/01/77 12/01/82 
Merrie lull 12/01/82 00 

Tom associate 12/05/82 co 

Mike assistant 01/01/83 03/01/84 

Flpre a : A Historical Relation 

The TQuel query requestinc Merrie's rank when 
Tom arrind, 

ruse of f1 Ia faculty 
ruge of £2 ia faculty 

ntrieYe (fl.rank) 
when rt.name- "Merrie" 
ud f2.name- "Tom" 
when n overlap atari of f2 

on the historical relation 'faculty' in Figure 6 yields 

rank 

run 

Note that the derived relation is also an his
torical relation, which may be used in further his
torical queries. While both this query and the 
example given tor a static rollback relation seem to 
query Merrie's rank on 12/05/82, the answers are 
dilerent. The reason is that Merrie was promoted 
on 12/01/82, but this information was recorded in 
the data.base two weeks la.ter. Hence, the database 
waa inconsistent with reality lor that period or 
time. In the historical database, the error was 
corrected, but it is not possible to determine that, 
at least tor a while, the database wu inconsistent. 

Historical databases han been the aubject or 
several research elorts, including CSL (Conceptual 
Schema Language) IBreutmann et al. 1979J, TERM 
(Time-extended Entity Relationship Model) (Klop
proqe 1981!, the intensional Josie JL, !Clilord & 
Warren 1983J, and AMPPL-11 (Associative Memory 
Parallel Language B) IFindler .t Chen 1V71J. 
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4.4. Temporal Datab ... 

Benefits of both approaches can be combined 
by supporting both transaction time and Yalid 
time. While a static rollback database views tuples 
valid at some time as of that time, and a historical 
database always Yiews tuples nlid at some 
moment as of now, a temporal DBMS makes it 
possible to view tuples valid at some moment seen 
as of some other moment, completely capturing the 
history of retroactivefpostactive cb&nges. 

We use the term temporAl 4t~ldt~•e to 
emphasize the need for both valid time and traD
saction time in handling temporal information. 
Since there are two time axes involved now, it 
should be illustrated in (our dimensions (Figure 7 

shows a ringle temporal relation). A temporal 
relation may be thought or as a sequence or histor
ical states, each or which is a complete historical 
relation. The rollback operation on a temporal 
relation selects a particular historical state, on 
which an historical query may be performed. Each 
transaction causes a new historical state to be 
created; hence, temporal relations are append-only. 
The temporal relation in Figure 7 is the result of 
four transactions, starting from a null relation: (1) 
three tuples were added, {2) one tuple was added, 
{3) one tuple was added and an existing one 
deleted, and {4) a previous tuple was deleted 
(presumably it should not han been there in the 
ftrst place). 

m 
~id 

time 

#S >>9 Ff fl ~ 
Aid 

tame 
transaction 

tame 
Flpre '1 : A Temporal Relation 

name rank valid time transaction time 
(from) .Ctol {start) (end) 

Merrie associate 09/01/77 00 08/25/77 12/15/82 
Merrie associate 09/01/77 12/01/82 12/15/82 00 

Merrie run 12/01/82 00 12/15/82 00 

Tom full 12/05/82 00 12/01/82 12/07/82 
Tom associate 12/05/82 00 12/07/82 00 

Mike assistant 01/01/83 00 01/10/83 02/25/84 
Mike assistant ot/o1/83 03/01184 02l25l84 00 

FIIUJ'e 8 : A Temporal Relation 

For example, the relation in Figure 8 will 
look like Figure 8 alter adding transaction time. It 
shows that Merrie started working on 09/01/77, 
information that was entered into the database on 
08/25/77 as a postactive data. Then she was pro
moted on 12/01/82, but the fact was recorded on 
12/15/82 retroactively. Tom was entered into the 
database on 12/01/82 as joining the faculty as a 
run professor on 12/05/82; the fact that he was 
actually an associate professor was noted on 
12/07/82. Mike left. the faculty elective on 
03/01/84, which was recorded on 02/25/84. Note 
all the details or history captured here, which were 

not expressible in other more restrictive databases. 
The TQuel query 

ranse or fl ia faculty 
l'aD&e or f2 ia faculty 

retrieve (fl.rank) 
where fl.na.me- ~errie" 
and f2.name - -rom" 
wheD fl overlap start of f2 
.. or "12/10/82" 

on this relation determines Merrie's rank when 
Tom arrived, aecording to the state or the data
base as or 12/10/82. The result is 
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rank valid time 

associate 

This derived relation ·fs a temporal rela-:_:-:.)n, so 
further temporal relations can be derived from it.· 
If a similar query ia made as or 12/20/82, the 
answer would be full because the tact was recorded 
retroactively by that time. 

TRM {Time Relational Model) is another 
example or a temporal database !Ben-Zvi 1g82j. 
However, the query language deft ned tor TRM ia 
not a temporal query language, because it can 
derive only static relations. 

4.5. Uaer-cleftned time 

VIer-defined lime !Jones ct Mason 1gsoj ia 
necessary when additional temporal information, 
not handled by transaction or valid time, ia stored 
in the database. As an example, consider the 'pro
motion' reJation shown in Figure g_ Since it ia an 

name rank effective 
date 

Merrie associate 09/01/71 
Merrie full 12/01/82 

Tom full 12/05/82 
Tom associate 12/05/82 

Mike assistant 01/01/83 
Mike lert o3ioti84 

event relation, only one valid time ia necessary. 
The effective date ia the date shown on the promo
tion letter that the promotion was to take effect; 
the valid date is the date the promotion letter was 
signed, i.e., the date the promotion was validated; 
and the transaction date ia the date the intorma.
tion concerning the promotion was stored in the 
database. Merrie's retroactive promotion to full 
was signed four days before it was recorded in the 
database. The effective date ia application-specific; 
it is merely a date which appears on the promotion 
letter. The values or user-defined temporal 
domains are not interpreted by the DBMS, and are 
thus the easiest to support; all that ia needed ia an 
internal representation and input and output rune
tiona. Such domains will then be present in the 
relation schema. Conventional DBMS's supporting 
application time include the ENFORM DBMS 
!Tandem 1983j, Query-by-Example !Bontempo 
1g83J, an experimental version or INGRES !Over
myer 8& Stonebraker lg82J, and MicroiNGRES 
jRelational1g84J. 

valid time transaction time 
(at) (start) (end) 

08/25/71 08/25/71 00 

12/11/82 12/15/82 00 

12/05/82 12/01/82 12/07/82 
12/07/82 12/07/82 00 

01/01/83 01/10/83 00 

02i2Si84 02)25}84 00 

Figure 8 : A Temporal Event Relation 

5. Conclualou 

Three kinds or time, transaction time, valid 
time, and user-defined time, were introduced to 
replace the vague formulation or physical and logi
cal time found in the literature. Database manage
ment systems may be categorized in terms or their 
support ror handling temporal information. Aa 
shown in Figure 10, two orthogonal criteria are 
capabilities for rollback and historical queries. 
These criteria differentiate four types or databases: 
static, static rollback, historical and temporal. 
Support or the rollback capability requires tb 
incorporation or transaction time, which coneerni 
the representation; support or historical queries 
requires the incorporation or valid time, which ia 
associated with reality (see Figure 11). DBMS's 
supporting rollback are append-only, whereas those 

not supporting rollback allow updates of arbitrary 
information. The attributes associated with the 
three kinds or time are illustrated in Figure 12, 
which should be compared to Figure 1. 

The new time concepts may be loosely com
pared with those appearing previously in the litera
ture. Transaction time is most closely associated 
with pbysieal time, and valid and user-defined time 
with logical time. However, as we have shown in 
an earlier section, logical and physical time han 
not been precisely defined, whereas the new terms 
have been carefully defined by examining the 
aspects they model and the limitations they impose 
on the DBMS. Figure 13 classifies the time sup
ported in existing or proposed systems according to 
the new ta.xanomy. · 
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While ftrteen years or research has rocused on 
rormalizing and implementing static databases, 
only a few researchers han recently studied the 
formalization. or historical databases (e-a •• (Cnlord 
& Warren 19831) and flbe implmtentation or static 
rollback databases (e.g., !Lum et al. 19841). To 

the authors' knowledge, there has been nothing 
published on formalizing static rollback or tem
poral databases, nor implementing historical or 
temporal databases. The special opportunities 
promised by temporal databases a.re, at this time, 
matched by the challenges in supporting them. 

I'Jpre 10 : T1Pes or Databases 

Transaction Valid User-defined 
Static 
Static Rollback " Historical " " TemDOral " " " Flpre 11 : Attributes or the New Kinds or Databases 

Terminology Append-Only Application Representation 
Independent va. Reality 

Transaction Yes Yes Representation 
Valid No Yes Reality 
User-defined No No Reality 

Flswe 11 : Attributes or the New Kinds or Time 

Reference System or Transaction Va.lid User-deftned 
Lan~~:uaae Time Time Time 

IAriav & Morgan 1982] MDM/DB v ., 

IBen-Zvi 19821 TRM " " (Bontempo 1983J QBE v 
!Breutmann et a.l. 19791 · CSL " (Clifford & Warren 1983J IL, v 
!Copeland & Maier 19841 GemStone v 
IFindler & Chen 19'111 AMPPL-D v 
(Jones & Mason 1980J LEGOL2.0 " " IKJopprogge 1981] TERM " !Lum et al. 1984] AIM v 
!Relational 1984) MicroiNGRES " !Mueller & Steinba.uer 1983J - " (Overmyer & Stonebraker 1982] INGRES " fReed 19'18} SWALLOW " !Snodgrass 1985J TQuel " " " !Tandem 1983J ENFORM " lWiederhold et al. 1975( TODS " Flpre 13 : Time Support in Existina or Proposed Systems 
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